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CONNECTIVITY, CHANCE, AND IGNORANCE*l
D. H. MIELLOR

'
'Ignoranceis likea delicateexoticfruit; touchit, andthebloomisgone
of BeingEarnest,Act I
-Lady Bracknellin OscarWilde's TheImportance
I

CONSIDERthe following instance, p,, of what I shall call a 'chance

proposition':
'The chanceof an unbiassedcoin fallingheadsis I/2.'
Isp an empiricalassertionor not? Therearetwo obviouspossibilities:
I. ' Bias' is definedin termsof physicalpropertiesof the coin without referenceto the chance of it falling heads. Then pi is a natural
law, if true. Confrontedby a counter-example,we should rejectpo,
if not with equanimity,at leastwithout a senseof conceptualoutrage.
2. pi is analytic, since 'bias' is defined in terms of the chance of
falling heads. Any apparentcounter-examplewould be rejectedas
ipsofacto biassed.

Neither of these alternativesis appealing, pi does not seem to be
analyticin the trivialdefinitionalsenseof(z), yet it would surelynot be
as readilyabandonedas (I) suggests. The firstaim of this paperis to
displayp, as an instanceof a general regulativeprinciplein science,
namely that of connectivity. The principlejustifiesthe correctconclusions of classical probability arguments, while showing their
limitations. In particular,it does not rely on argumentsfrom ignorance, and so evades the notorious paradoxes. On the other hand, it
does not need to retreatinto relative frequency,subjectivism,logical
probabilityor the synthetica priori.
In Section 2, the notion that certainchance propositionsexpress
physicalpropertiesis set out and brieflydefended. In 3, the principle
of connectivityis introducedand, in 4, appliedto these chance propositions. In 5 and 6, the connectivityargumentis contrastedwith
classicalargumentsfrom ignorance, and, in 7 and 8, an influential
variantof the classicalview is criticallyexamined.
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Consider the following chance proposition:
'The chance of this coin falling heads is I/2.'
I follow Hacking [7], Popper [14], Braithwaite ([1], p. I87), and Peirce
([12], p. I69) in supposing this proposition, P2, to state a (dispositional)
physical property. Further, it is not just a property of the coin, but
of the way it is tossed and the surroundings in which it is tossed. Call
all this the 'set-up' ([7], p. 3), ([14], p. 67). Then p2 expresses a
property of the set-up, which we will expect to be connected with its
other properties.' For example, if the coin is magnetised, the chance
of it falling heads may be affected by the presence of a magnetic field.
A rise in temperature may warp the coin. A change in the tossing
machine may affect the chance of the coin falling heads.
I am not concerned in detail with how chance propositions like p2
are tested, and what exactly their relation is to propositions about
relative frequencies in finite sequences of trials. I assume that there are
agreed criteria for accepting or rejecting p2, if only provisionally.
([I], chap. 6). But it may be thought that chance is sufficiently peculiar
in its logic of measurement and hence empirical meaning to disqualify
it from being classed as a physical property in the same sense as temperature, volume, electric current, pressure and the like. It is worth a
digression to show that this is not so.
No doubt, only chance propositions derived from p, of the form:
'The chance of this coin falling heads lies in the interval (a, b)',
where o
< b c x, can be directly tested, and not p, itself. More<a<
over, there always remains a finite chance that, on any given test
criterion, a true proposition of this form will be rejected or a false one

accepted(I"], chap. I, pt. 3).
But, as Chwistek has observed ([51,P. 256), all this is just as true of
propositions assigning particular values of temperature, volume, field
strength, or any other quantity measurable on a continuous interval
scale. Take temperature as a typically respectable dispositional
physical property, and consider the temperature proposition:
'The temperature of this coin is 2xoC.
Again, all that can be directly tested with thermometers of varying
precision are derived propositions of the form
'The temperature of this coin lies in the interval (a,b) "C ',

1For brevity, I shallcontinue to use such terms as 'unbiassedcoin', 'true die',
but these are to be understoodas referringto propertiesof the whole set-up.
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where -273.2 <a<2I<b.
Moreover, there always remains a finite
chance that, on any given test criterion (i.e. method of reading a given
thermometer), a true proposition of this form will be rejected or a
false one accepted.
To this parallel, it may be objected that, for a chance proposition
such as p, the chances of error are calculable from, and intrinsic to the
meaning of, the original proposition, and that this is not true of a
temperature proposition. But this is not so. Fluctuating molecular
velocities limit the precision of any temperature measurement. It
follows from statistical mechanics, that there is a finite chance of a
particular measured value deviating by any given finite amount from
the 'true' mean value. This is certainly intrinsic to the (theoretical)
meaning of temperature, and the chances are calculable from it. The
same, of course, is true of lengths, pressures, electric currents, and the
magnitudes of fields, electro-magnetic, gravitational, connected with
particles in indeterminate motion.
Conversely, there are incidentalsources of error also in tests of
chance propositions. It is as possible to make a mistake in counting
the number of heads in a sequence of tosses as it is to misread a thermometer. It is as possible for a particular sequence to misrepresent the
chance (if, say, the coin is warped during that sequence by a temperature
change) as for a particularsurface reading to misrepresent the temperature (if, say, temperature gradients are set up in the coin by chemical
action). Intrinsic sources of error are often more noticeable in tests of
chance propositions, but this is merely a difference of degree, contingent
on the customary precision with which differentquantities are measured.
It may yet be urged that, in giving the (empirical) meaning of a
chance proposition such as p, in terms of its conditions of confirmation,
yet another chance proposition has been invoked, namely that of
making an error of measurement. In contrast, it is not necessary to
invoke one temperature proposition in giving the empirical meaning
of another temperature proposition. Consequently, the meaning of
chance propositions is held to be peculiarly obscure. But it has been
shown that the empirical meaning of a temperature proposition also
involves chance propositions about errors of measurement. Why
should any obscurity in their meaning be held not to infect that of the
temperature proposition? In any case, I take the empirical meaning
of chance propositions suchasp, to be sufficiently given by Braithwaite's
hierarchy of rejection rules ([I], chap. 6), in which successive propositions state the chance of error in applying the preceding rejection
1 5
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rule. 'It is true that a rejection,or any series of rejections,never
"yields certainty"in the sensethatall theserejectionsmaybe cancelled
by a furthertest' ([I], p. 163), but this, as we have seen, is just as true
of temperatureas of chancepropositions.
That chance propositions differ in meaning from temperature
propositionsis as evident as that the latter differ in meaning from
propositionsabout length or chemicalcomposition. All I have been
concernedto show is that thereis not, as might appearat firstsight, a
peculiarityin the logic of measurementof chancewhich shouldlead us
to deny thatit canbe a dispositionalphysicalpropertyof a set-upin the
same senseas temperatureand the like.
Now it is indeedobvious thatsomechancepropositionsdo notstate
a physicalproperty. This fact may have contributedto a false impressionthat no chancepropositiondoes so. I think this confusionof
usageis sufficientlyimportantto be worthresolving,conformablyto the
recentliterature,by reserving'chance' for statementsaboutthephysical
property. Section6 analysesanexampleofa chancepropositionwhich
appears not to state a physical property. The aim of the analysis

is to supportby illustrationthe proposedlinguisticexpressionof the
familiardistinctionbetween the physicalpropertyof chance and the
degree of confirmation,or inductiveprobability,of a hypothesis(see,
e.g. Carnap[4]). Meanwhile,it remainsto showjust what of relevance
is impliedby sayingthata proposition,chanceor other,statesa physical
property of a set-up or, in general, of any physical system. This is the

objectof the next section.

3

The principle of connectivity has recently been expounded by
Schlesinger([I6], chap. 3), drawing on the works of Maxwell [I7],
Campbell ([3], chap. 3) and Bridgman ([2], chap. 3, 'The Causality

Concept'). Briefly, the principleassertsthat 'two physicalsystems
never differin a single aspect' ([16], p. 73) or property. If they did,
the differencecould not be explainedby being correlatedwith any
other. Thisis so whateverview-positivist, instrumentalist,
or realistone takes of theoreticalexplanation. To construct--or employ, or
discover-a theoreticalentity to accountforjust one isolateddifference
is to restatethe differenceratherthanto explainit. That a theoretical
entity detectablein just one way is unacceptablyad hocis a corollary
of connectivitythat is probablybetter recognisedthan the principle
itself.
212
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As Schlesinger
observes,the principleof connectivitydoes not
makea straightforwardly
since'we arenot given
empiricalassertion,
a clear,detailedandgenerallyapplicable
definitionof whatconstitutes

a single aspect' ([16], p. 88). Any proposedcounter-examplecould
apparentlybe dealtwith in one of two ways:
I. One could refuseto recognisethe observeddifferenceas exhibiting a real property or physicalstate at all. Thus Schlesinger: 'In

general,accordingto the principleof connectivity,if two physical
or the samepropertyto a different
systemshavedifferentproperties

degree, this is bound to manifestitself in more than one way' ([i6],
p. 78). Turner similarly expresses Maxwell's view that '...

if a

quantityis connectedto other effectswhich are independentlydefined

thenit is a physicalstate; if not, thenit is a merescientificconcept'
([v7], p. 231).
2. One could say that the observed difference was not really in a
'single aspect', that 'we could always break up the ostensibly single
property into more elementary ones' ([I6], p. 90). Thus Poincar6's
example1 of a substance differing from phosphorus only in its melting
point could be dealt with by saying that 'melting point alone may be
exhibited as a complex property; it is the propertyof becomingliquefied at a certain temperature but also the property of discontinously
assuming a different specific heat at the very same temperature' ([16],

p. 91).
Now this latter example is unconvincing just to the extent that the
connections between the different properties which characterise a
melting point are well-established empirically, deeply embedded in
our structureof physical laws and theories, and central to the conceptual
scheme (of solids and liquids) which these provide. To this extent,
the concept 'melting point' embodying these connections is regarded
as a real single physical property, and hence to be explained by
being connected through the law structure with other such properties.
To this extent, therefore, one would refuse to evade the application of
connectivity to it, and insist that any observed difference in melting
1' When I say : Phosphorus
meltsat 44?,I meanby that: all bodiespossessing
suchor sucha property(to wit, alltheproperties
of phosphorus,
savingfusing-point)
fuseat 44 .... Doubtlessthe law maybe foundto be false. Thenwe shallreadin
thetreatises
on chemistry: "Therearetwo bodieswhichchemistslongconfounded
underthe nameof phosphorus;thesetwo bodiesdifferonly by theirpointsof
fusion."'([I] ' The Valueof Science', pt. 3, chap.io, sect.4, p. 333). Seealso([13]
'ScienceandMethod',bk. 2, chap.4, sect.12,p. 470).
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points must be connected with some other physical difference. Only
after the most strenuous investigation had failed to disclose such another
difference would one be prepared to reconstruct the conceptual
scheme and' deny that a pure substance had always a constant melting
point' ([3], p. 76), or that melting point is a single physical property.
But one way or another, the principle of connectivity would be
preserved. It appears then as a regulative criterion of adequacy for
the scientific characterisation and explanation of a system. Consequently, one need not suppose every minute detail of the system to be
accounted for, but certainly all the physical states, the properties linked
by the structure or network of accepted laws which apply to it. In
general, to point to some feature of a system as representing a real
physical (i.e. scientifically explainable) property is to require, among
other things, that connectivity be applied to it.
4

The relevance of the above discussion of connectivity is to make
clear what is implied in claiming that the chance proposition p2 states
a physical property of a set-up. It is implied that the principle of
connectivity is applicable and hence that two such set-ups, Sx and S2,
cannot have every other physical property the same, and yet differ in
the chance of the coin falling heads.
Now those physical differences which serve to label one side of the
coin 'heads' and the other ' tails' are certainly not in the set of properties by which a difference of chance is to be explained. If they were,
if labelling the sides of a coin generally biassed it, the explanation of the
bias would be trivial, and a coin would be unacceptable as part of a
chance set-up. In short, these differences are not taken as physical
properties of the set-up.
It follows that the application of connectivity is unaffected by
relabelling the sides of the coin in, say, S2. The condition for qualitative identity of S1 and S2 would then be that every true proposition
ascribing a physical property to S1 should become true of S2 when
'tails' is substituted for 'heads' (and vice versa) whenever the latter
occurs in the sentence expressing the proposition. For example, if the
coins are magnetised and the N-pole in S1 is heads, in S2 it must be tails.
If this condition is satisfied, connectivity requires that the chance ofS1
falling heads shall be the same as that of S, falling tails.
Now consider what follows when the chances of S, falling heads
214
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and tails are unequal. Denote the chanceof S falling heads' P1(h)',
and the chanceof it fallingtails' P(t) '. Denote the set of thoseother
physicalpropertiesof Sxwhich are peculiarto heads' hx', and the set
of thosepeculiarto tails' t1 '. Similarlyfor S2. Then the two applications of connectivityabove lead to the assertions
h

and

-- . .Pv(h)= P2(h)
h,

h - t2.D .P(h) = P2(t)
Now suppose that (I) is exemplified by S, and S2, i.e. that

h- h,

(2)

(3)

Hence, from (I) and (3),
P1(h) = P2(h)

(4)

PV(h)2 P2(t)

(5)

Suppose, moreover, that
(e.g. Px(h) = P2,(h)= 0.7).
Hence, from (4) and (5),
P,(h)

P2()

(6)

Hence, from (2) and (6),
h1 4 t,

(7)

But now, from (3)and (7),
h2 tj
Thus, for any coin-tossing set-up, S2, given the existence of a setup, S, related to it by (3), connectivity requires that a difference between
P2(h) and P,(t) shall be accompanied by a difference between h2and
t2. But the existence ofa set-up, S1, is entailed by the existence of S2,
since the latter is itself such a set-up, whose self-identity entails the

truth of (3).
Hence, for any coin-tossing set-up, S, connectivity requires a
differencein the chancesof S falling heads and tails to be connected
with some other differencebetween those physicalpropertiesof the
set-uppeculiarto headsand those peculiarto tails. Conversely,if the
coin is unbiassedin the sense hat thereis no suchotherdifference,then
connectivityassertsthatthereis no differenceeitherbetweenthe chance
of falling heads and the chance of falling tails. If the coin must fall
either headsor tails, then we arriveagain at propositionp, (Sect. I).
But the sensein which Pi is strongerthan a straightforwardempirical
assertionwhile not being triviallyanalyticis now clear. By regarding
1 5

A
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of theset-up,we requiredifferences
in
suchchancesasbeingproperties
themto be explainedby correlationwith otherphysicaldifferences.
principle.
pi merelystatesoneinstanceof thisregulative
S

on theconclusions
of Section4, to contrast
to elaborate
Itisnecessary
themwith theresultsof a classical
analysis. First,thechancesasserted
to be equalneednot be exhaustive. If thereis a o.oz02
chanceof an
unbiassedcoin landingon its edge, connectivitygives its chanceof

falling heads as o.49. Second, the argument does not rest upon
ignorance. In other words, there is no questionof having to carve
up the entire range of possibilitiesinto 'a certain number of cases
equallypossible,thatis to say, to suchas we may be equallyundecided
about in regardto theirexistence' ([9], p. 6). The importantpoint is
the redundancyand invalidityof argumentsfrom ignorance,and the
restof the paperis devoted to illustratingthis.
It has been assumedin discussingpi that the coin is known to be
unbiassedin all relevantproperties,andthe relevantpropertiesarethose
connectedwith the chance of falling heads or tails by the currently
acceptedlaw-structure. It should perhapsbe made clearerthat this
invoking of relevancedoes not afterall renderPi triviallydefinitional.
Inferencesfrom propositionsabout other physical propertiesto
chance propositionsare deductive, given the appropriatelaws. But
the laws themselves--suchas thoseconnectingthe magneticproperties
of a coin with the chance of it falling headsin a set-up of a certain
kind--can only be supportedby empiricallyobservedcorrelationsof
chanceswith other properties. For any specifiedcoin, valid inference
from possessionof other properties,Q, R, say, to the chanceof falling
headsis contingenton the truth of the particularlaws connectingthe
chanceto Q, R; the truthof suchlaws can,of course,neverbe known
with certainty.
Consequently,one may be wrong in thinking that a coin is unbiassed,eitherbecauseof some mistakein the measurementor description of the set-up (e.g. wrongly ascribingpossessionof Q or R to it),
or becausea law relatingQ or R to the chancehasbeenassumedwhich
is in fact false. Moreover, even if all the known laws are true, one
may be unaware of the sufficientconditions for their truth; i.e.
becausethe completenessof the law structurecan never be established,
one may be ignorant of some other relevant properties. Thus the
216
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is never
predictionfromempiricalknowledgethata coinis unbiassed

certain.
But again, there is nothing peculiarto chance propositionsin all

this. Considerthe predictionthatan objectwill boil at T0Cbecause
it is of substance
K andthepressure
is P atmospheres.Thisprediction
may similarly fail if the pressure is not in fact P atmospheres, or the

substancehas been wrongly identified, or the presumed vapourpressure law for K is false, or some unknown circumstance is also

relevantto determiningthe boiling point. But it would evidentlybe
perverseto conclude from this either that the predictionis justified
simply by our ignoranceof these possiblefalsifyingfactors,or that it

is notjustifiedat all. Andso it is with chancepropositions.
6

The differencebetweenargumentsfromknowledgeof unbiassedness
and argumentsfrom ignoranceof biasmay be furtherillustratedby the
following example,due to Laplace([6], chap. 7, p. 56). Supposeit is
known that a coin is biassed,but not which way. On the classical
view, our ignorancejustifiesassigningequalchancesfor it fallingheads
and tails. The Conclusionis in a sense correct: it remainsto find a
betterargumentfor it.
There are some immediatedifficulties. To startwith, the chance
proposition, p,
'The chance of this coin falling heads is ?.'

evidently does not here statea physicalpropertyof the set-up since, if
it did, it would, ex hypothesi,be false. Here p, ratherassignsequal
prior probabilitiesto two compositestatisticalhypotheses,H1 and H2,
aboutthis property,namely:
H1: 'The chanceof this coin fallingheadsis

<-.'
H2: 'The chanceof thiscoin fallingheadsis >4.'
criteriaon the
H1andH2arethentestedagainsteachotherby standard
resultsof a seriesof coin tossings.
The radicaldifferencebetweenwhatp, stateshereand what p,

(Sect.2) statesof an unbiassedcoin makesit clearlyundesirablethatthey
should be expressed,as they have been, by the samesentence. This
illustratesthe point, madeat the end of Sectionz, of reserving' chance'
for statementsabout the physicalproperty. This restrictionmay be
P
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emphasisedby rephrasingthe sentenceswhich expressPi and p, as
follows:
p,: ' An unbiassedcoin hasa chanceof fallingheadsof !.'
p2: ' This coin hasa chanceof fallingheadsof j.'
(cf: 'This coin has a temperature of
(p. 210)')
2I?C'
In this formulation,it is more obvious thatp, is falseof the biassed

to both casesis that the inductiveprobability,
coin. What is common
c(h1),of the hypothesis,hi,
'This coin will fall headson toss T.'
is '. Denote this proposition by ' p '. In the case of the unbiassed
coin, p, may be inferred,given, as data,p, and thatT will occur. The
necessaryassumption,that T is of the kind K, specifiedby the set-up,
of whichp, is true,is madein using'coin ' to referto the whole set-up
(see footnote to p. 210o). The basisof the inferenceis the following
undisputedgeneralprinciple,P :
'If hypothesish statesthat outcome E occurson trialT of kind K,
and datad statethattrialT will occurand thatthe chanceof E on trials
of kind K is c, then c is the inductiveprobabilityof h given only d.'2
In the case of the biassedcoin, it would appearthatpi cannot be
inferredfrom P, sincep, is false. In this casep, is properlyinferred
from, sinceit is equivalentto, the propositionassigningequalratherthan
unequal prior probabilitiesto the hypotheses H, and H2. (The
derivationof p, from P2 and P might seem incompatiblewith suchan
equivalence. In fact, the unbiassedcoin is merelya specialcasewhere
the prior probabilitiesof H, and H2 are zero. Clearly there is a
continuumof casesin which p,, as a thirdhypothesis,has priorprobabilitiesrangingfrom o to I.) It remainsthen to find a betterjustification thanignorancefor this assignmentof equal priorprobabilities.
Considerfirstthe oddnessof claimingto know thata coin is biassed,
but not which way. Knowledgeof a coin'sbiascomes from statistical
evidence,or from knowledge of otherconnectedpropertiesof the setup. Thesemustevidentlyrelatepeculiarlyto one side of the coin. In
1 Adopting theseexpressionsdoes not imply acceptanceof an absoluteratherthan
a relativetheory of measurement. See Russell([i5], pp. 162-169) and Nagel ([Io],
pp. 131-135).

21 am indebted to Dr Hacking for this formulation. The term 'inductive
probability' or 'probability' is here used merely to contrast with the physical
property' chance'. No furtheranalysisof it is assumedthanthatit is a good measure
of an appropriatedegree of belief in a hypothesis.
zi8
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these circumstances,not to know which way the coin is biassedis just
not to know how its sides are labelled. It is, afterall, irrelevantthat
the sidesof a coin are usuallylabelledwhen it is made and its physical
propertiesdetermined. This need not be so: a coin may become
biassed,e.g. by bending,afterit is labelled,or the bias may arisefrom
the structureof the tossingmachine. Conversely,the labellingmay be
reversedby an arbitraryreinterpretationof the surfacefeaturesof the
coin.

In short, there is a good deal of empiricalevidence that labelling
and biasmanufacturingprocessesinvolved in producinga coin-tossing
set-up are quite independent. This is what justifies the assumption
madein Section4 thatlabellinga coin does not biasit. It alsojustifies
the converseassumptionthat biassinga coin does not at all determine
the way it is labelled. This is the assumptionimplicitin the described
situation in which each side has an equal chance of being labelled
'heads', althoughthe coin is known to be biassed.
In thislight we may now attempta morerigorousanalysisto derive
p4 for the biassedcoin. In the firstplace,the biasmustbe usedto distinguishthe sidesindependentlyof the labelling. To talkofthe chances
of two indistinguishable,unlabelled sides receiving a certain label
would be incoherent. In one of the intermediatecases referredto
above, where it is not known whether the coin is biassedor not, we
may proceed as follows. If the coin is unbiassed,p, is derivableas
above. If the coin is biassed,p4 is derivableas shown below. Thus
if p4 can be derivedfor a coin known to be biassed,it can be derived
for a coin merely suspectedof bias. The necessaryrestrictionof the
ensuing argument to coins known to be biassedis thereforeof no
consequence.
Denote the side of the biassedcoin that has the greaterchance of
landinguppermostin a toss 'the likely side ', and the other side 'the
unlikelyside '. Now considerthe followingchanceproposition,p,:
'The likely side of this coin hasa chanceof being labelled" heads"
of '.
This propositionstatesa physicalpropertyof a coin-labellingset-up.
Then the empiricalassumptionsmade above come to this: that those
featuresof a coin which distinguishthe likely from the unlikely side,
i.e. which arepropertiesconnectedto the chancein a coin-tossingsetup, are not connected propertiesin the coin-labellingset-up. Since,
ex hypothesi,these are the only features,other than those introduced
by labelling, which distinguishthe two sides, no physical property
219
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connectedto the chanceof labelling'heads' is peculiarto the likely
side. Hence, by a connectivityargumentparallelto that of section4,
it follows that the likely andunlikelysideshave equalchancesof being
labelled 'heads'. Since one or other side must be so labelled, we
arriveat ps.
The general principle,P, may now be invoked on the following
interpretation. A trial T of kind K is the labellingof the coin by a
specified labelling set-up. The outcome E is that the likely side is
labelled' heads'. Thenp, statesthat the chanceof E on trialsof kind
K is j. Hence we concludefrom P that the probability,c(h,), of the
hypothesis,h,:
'The likely side of this coin will be labelled"heads" on trialT ',
is j. Denoting the correspondinghypothesisabout the unlikelyside
of the coin' h3', we then have
c(h,) = c(h,) = ?
(8)
The derivationof p, from equations(8) follows at once. Let the
chancethat,in the coin-tossingset-up,the coin will fall with the likely
side up be q (q>j). Hence, by P, the probability, c(h4),of the
hypothesis,h4,thatthiswill occuron a given tossis q. If the coin must
fall one or other side up, the probability,c(hs),of the hypothesis,
hs,
that this will be the unlikely side is I-q. Thus, by an elementary
theorem of probability(e.g. Feller [6], p. io6), the probability,c(hi),
of h1is given by
c(h1) = c(h,) .c(h,) +c(h,) . c(h5)
= ?. q~iq
(9)
--•.

Equation(9) statesthe requiredpropositionp4.
Thus, even in the caseof the biassedcoin, the correctconclusionof
the classicalargumentfollows, not from ignorance,but from knowof coin-tossingand coin-labellingset-ups
ledge of those characteristics
which make the former suitableas statisticaldevices for games of
chance. We may thus identify the propositionp3 with the propositionp, and concludethatit is, afterall, a chancepropositionstating
a physicalproperty,not of a coin-tossing,but of a coin-labelling,setup. By arguing from ignorancefor both the biassedand unbiassed
coins, the classicalview failsto exhibitthe radicaldifferencebetweenthe
chancepropositionswhich are requiredin each caseto sustainthe same
probabilityproposition.
220
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It is obvious that the connectivity argumentsappliedin section 4
to coin-tossingset-upssimilarlyjustify the ascriptionof equalchances
to throwingeach face of a true die. Since the argumentdoes not rest
on ignorance, the well-known paradoxes are easily avoided. For
example,' throwing a 6' and' not throwinga 6' areknown not to be
equiprobablealternatives,and similarlywith 'throwing a 5' or any
other number.
In general,the use of connectivityto justify ascribingequalchances
is restrictedto systems whose other propertiesare known to be
symmetricalin the relevantrespects. In games of chance,of course,
to which classicalprobabilitywas originally, and is appropriately,
applied, this symmetry is deliberatelycontrived. Even so, in any
particularcase, positiveempiricalevidence must supportany claim to
knowledge of the symmetry.

unconIt is even morenecessary
to insiston thisin investigating

trived naturalphenomena,especiallysince Kneale([8], pt. 3) has made
an influentialattempt to extend an essentiallyclassicalview to such
cases. Since the successof his attemptwould be fatal to the thesisof
this paper, it is worth examining in some detail. Kneale considers
the chancethat an a-thing is alsofi, and tries to resolve the difficulty
that there may be more than one equally fundamentalmeasureof a
range of a-ness, leading to conflictingvaluesof the chance. That he
regardsthe successof this resolutionas crucialis shown by his assertion
that ' to admittwo differentways of measuringthe rangewould be to
abandonall hopes of formulatingan objectivisttheory of probability'
([8], p. 183).
Part of Kneale's argument is perfectly acceptable, since he is prepared to use empirical information about a set-up to exclude certain
measures as inappropriate. For example, he shows how the 'puzzles

of Bertrand'sparadoxdisappearwhen a practicalmethodfor selecting
a chord at randomis specified' ([8], p. 185). But this is not enough,
since an infinite number of non-linearmeasuresof, say, arearemain,
which only positive empiricalinformationjustifies us in excluding.
The generalpoint, thatto know enough about the set-upto choose the
appropriatemeasureis to know enoughto determinedirectlythe chance
thatthe measureis supposedto establish,hasbeenmadeby one reviewer
([I8], p. 23), but the weakness of Kneale's answer to this anticipated
objection ([8], p. 188) has not been sufficiently exposed.
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Kneale relies on a generalisation of a theorem of Poincar6's ([8],
pp. I42-I44) ([1I3]' Science and Method ', bk. I, chap. 4, sect. 6, p. 403).
Poincar6 takes the example of a spinning pointer, r, and considers the
chance,f(x), that it will travel an angular distance less than x before
stopping. Hestartsfrom the reasonableassumption that this cumulative
probability function, f(x), is a continuous and analytic function of x,
which he takes as the measure of the range. Then, for any f(x), if a
and b are two sufficientlyclose values of x, it certainly follows that the
chance of r stopping between a and (a+b)/2 differs from the chance
ofr stopping between (a+b)/2 and b by less than any stipulated amount.
however small. Kneale then argues that if the pointer is spun hard
enough, these 'sufficiently close' values, a and b, may be taken to
differ by 2rr, so that whatever the overall shape of the probability
function, there is an effectively equal chance of the pointer stopping in
any equiangular sector of the circle. But this further inference is
invalid, and the trouble lies in the words 'sufficiently close'. That a
sufficiently small interval (a,b) exists is true; that this interval contains
the interval of interest (in this case, one of length 2rr) does not follow
at all, however short the interval of interest may be.
Consequently, the general conclusion which Kneale draws from
Poincar6's theorem, and on which his whole theory admittedly
depends, is simply false:
... if, as seemsreasonable,it can be assumed(a) that of any two connected variableswhich are equally fundamentaleach is a continuous
analyticfunctionof the otherand (b) thatby eitherscaleof measurement
the range of a-ness is a small partof the configurationspacein which it
lies, we are entitled to say that metrical relations withinthe range of
ac-nesswill be approximatelythe same, whether the variationof x or
that of y be chosen as a dimension of the configurationspace' ([8], p.
189).

It is not enough to know that 'the range of c-ness is a small part';
it must be a sufficientlysmall part for the degree of approximation
required, and to know this is already to know the conclusion which it is
desired to establish. The same objection holds against his further
analogy from map-making:
'When two maps of a continent are made according to different
projections, regions representedby equal areas in one map may be
representedby markedlyunequalareasin the other. If, however, we
consideronly those partsof the same two maps which correspondto a
single county, we find that the differencesintroduced by different
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methods of projectionare negligible; parisheswhich are representedin
the one by equalareasarerepresentedalso in the other by approximately
equal areas' ([8], p. I89).
Again, the problem remains, given the degree of approximation, to
show that a particular parish or county is sufficientlysmall to be represented by equal areas on the two projections in question, and this
cannot be known a priori.
8
The invalidity of the classical argument and the proper application
of connectivity may be illustrated with Kneale's own example. Let
x be the angular distance travelled by a spinning pointer, and let another
measure of the range be
y = x+m . sin (x), where m<I is a constant.
x and y are, on Kneale's criteria, equally fundamental ([5], p. 187), and
each is a continuous analytic function of the other. Then, if the
cumulative probability function, f(x), is continuous and analytic, so is
its counterpart, g(y).
Now suppose g(y) is such that any interval of length
Y1-Yo = 27r = x -xo
is 'sufficiently small ', i.e. such that the chance of the pointer stopping
in any small sub-interval, (a,b), whose measure, Ay, is less than 2zrr,
is directly proportional to Ay. Writing this chance ' P(a,b)', we have
P(a,b) = k. Ay, where k is a constant.
In particular, this is true for a very small sub-interval (a,b), such that its
measure, &y, is given by

"u= dy
dyx
dx"x
Hence, P(a,b) = k . y = k . ~.

x = k(If+m . cos (x)).8x.

Hence

the chance that the pointer will stop in a small sector of angular width
8x is k(i +,n. cos(x)) .8x. This chance is, therefore, not simply
proportional to 8x, but varies between k(I+m).Sx at x = 2nrr and
k. 8x at x = (2n+I)ir, where n = o, I, 2....
Clearly, there is an indefinite number of such measures, y, for different values of mi. One
or other could well describe the behaviour of a magnetised pointer in a
magnetic field, however hard the pointer was spun. In this case, as in
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every other,all thatcanjustifyexcludingsucha possiblemeasureof the
chancesis positive evidence that the relevantconnectedconditionse.g. presenceofa magneticfield-do not obtain.
To say this is to takesucha probabilitymeasureasstatinga physical
propertyof the set-upin the sensegiven in sections2-4 aboveandconsequentlyto insist on the applicationof connectivity. Then, if there
aresectorsof the circlebetweenwhich no other physicalpropertydiscriminates,connectivityrequiresthatthe chancesof the pointerstopping
donot discriminate
betweenthemeither. Andin a particularcase,these
sectorsmay be known to be equiangular.
The analogy with the coin-tossingset-up may be completed by
consideringthe case where the pointeris in a known magneticfield,
and it is known that it is magnetised,but not which way. Then one
might properlyconcludethat therewas an equalchanceof the pointer
stoppingwith its labelledend to one or othersideof the line throughits
axis perpendicularboth to the axis and the field. As with the biassed
coin of Section 6, this chance propositionstatesa physicalproperty,
not of the pointer-spinningset-up,but of the pointer-labellingset-up.
In all these cases, the desiredconclusion can properlybe drawn
only from sufficientknowledge of symmetry or independence. As
with all empiricalknowledge, this knowledge is never certain. The
claim that it is sufficientis just as needful-no more, no less-for the
inferencefrom it to a chanceas to any other proposition. This claim
is never, as Kneale thinks,demonstrable;if called in question,it can
only be supportedby collectingmore empiricalevidence.
PembrokeCollege,
Cambridge
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